
the principles of the
SAFE 9 Program, also
referred to by some
as the 9 Safety
Absolutes, which
focuses on nine
specific approaches
to maximizing
elevator safety and
preventing injuries.

A mobile session can
be conducted indoors
or out, on a loading
dock, in a parking lot,

onto operating jobsites. The mobile training concept
was developed by the Elevator Learning Center, an
outgrowth of D&D Elevator Maintenance, both now
part of the American Elevator Group. Central to the
process has been Bob Schaeffer, presently CEO of
D&D and a Vice President of AEG. Throughout his
career, Schaeffer has been a strong advocate for and
enabler of education in the elevator industry, with
particular emphasis on safety.

The Elevator Learning Center opened on Oct 3, 2018,
with the mission of training and hiring technicians at
first just for D&D and its elevator platform, with plans
to make the training available to other companies, in
any location, via distance learning. The Mobile Training
Units are being deployed as the next evolution of
delivering safety training to the broader industry at
large. The initial unit currently serves the New
York/New Jersey region, with plans for more to be
rolled out for the Mid-West and Southern regions, and
ultimately the West Coast.

Elevator Learning Center  
Bringing instruction directly to the jobsite
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With emphasis on
safety in the elevator
industry steadily
escalating, currently
in development is a
next-generation
approach to
broadening it further:
a fleet of self-
contained mobile
classrooms – called
Mobile Elevator Safety
Units – that deliver
comprehensive safety
instruction directly
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Elevator Safety Training
Hits the Road

With its Mobile Elevator Safety Units, the Elevator
Learning Center has started delivering comprehensive
safety instruction directly onto operating jobsites.
Elevator service technicians are trained on-location in

spacious garage, or anywhere on a jobsite that room
and weather will allow. Each session can accommodate
from 5 to 20 technicians, which enables simultaneous
training of multiple teams. Each Mobile Safety Unit
includes all the devices necessary to train the SAFE 9
program: Inline disconnect switches, top-of-car access
using a car-top simulator, pit-stop switches and pit
access procedures that show technicians how to
properly gain access into the pit, and electrical
equipment simulators for showing how to properly
disconnect power to the various elevator devices. The
vehicle also includes a roof-mounted I-beam that
extends off the back for practical training in fall
protection by having the technicians hang from the
beam, strapped into their harnesses, as they actually
would in the field. Participation in a session qualifies a
technician for 3 contact hours toward CET certification.

https://elevatorlearningcenter.com/





